
Children’s Book Specialists

ABN 76 048 485 891

DICTIONARIES 
THESAURUSES • ATLASES

Listed below are dictionaries, thesauruses and atlases available for multiple or single order 
purchases. Prices are listed according to the quantity you order per individual title.

Selections of individual titles are available ‘ON APPROVAL’, all prices include GST and all 
orders are FREIGHT FREE.

No credit card payment required online, a 30 day Tax Invoice will be issued with 
your books.

*Please direct this price list to your dictionary purchaser (List current at 1st February 2017)

More details on these titles are available at www.pegiwilliams.com.au with pictures 
and reviews.

DICTIONARIES (All prices include GST)

RRP         1-9         10+          20+  

1. Collins First Dictionary 9780007578726 $19.99   $17.99   $16.99   $15.99
Collins First Dictionary offers help to children in learning the alphabet, English spelling, and the basic meanings of 
everyday words. With the alphabet at the edge of every page, and each letter a different colour, it is easy for children 
to learn how to recognise different letters look up words and find out how to spell them. The illustrations make the 
dictionary look fun and appealing, making it easier for children to understand what words mean, while example 
sentences show how the words can be used.

2.  Collins Junior Illustrated Dictionary: 2nd Edition  
9780007553051  $24.99    $22.49    $21.24    $19.99

Collins Junior Illustrated Dictionary has been especially written to support the needs of children aged 6 to 8. It 
introduces key dictionary features such as parts of speech (noun, verb, adjective or adverb) and other forms of a 
word, for example plurals or past tense of a verb. The clear and spacious layout, guide words at the top of each page 
plus the A-Z ‘tab’ index on each page ensure that the dictionary is child-friendly. Bright, colourful illustrations and 
photographs support language learning and make it fun. Full sentence definitions and example sentences show the 
headword used in a context familiar to children. The Collins Word Wizard supplement gives extra help with vocabulary 
through illustrated word topic pages, and support for writing including grammar, punctuation and spelling tips. Ages 6+

3. Collins Primary Dictionary 2nd Edition 9780007578757  $22.99   $20.69   $19.55   $18.40
Especially designed to support the language and literacy needs of children aged 8-10. Written in a clear, straightforward 
style, it places words within a context familiar to the student. Numbered definitions show multiple uses. Pronunciation 
help is given for difficult or easily confusable words. Synonyms and antonyms are given to build vocabulary, and 
spelling and grammar tips help children to use words with confidence. The clear layout, highlighted headwords and 
A-Z on every page ensure that the dictionary is an easy-to-use reference tool. Colour illustrations and photographs 
add extra meaning and information. Ages 8+

4.  Collins Australian School Dictionary Fifth Edition 9780007535057  $24.99  $22.49  $21.24  $19.99
This new edition has been developed with teachers to be the perfect tool for school work and homework. The clear 
layout makes finding entries exceptionally easy, and full definitions are given in simple language, often in complete 
sentences. With over 20,000 entries, many new or updated, it includes general vocabulary as well as vocabulary 
appropriate to the curriculum needs of students aged 11+. This student-friendly dictionary is an invaluable reference 
for all school students. Ages 11+

5.  Macmillan Australian Primary Dictionary 2nd Edition  
9781742619941   $21.99   $19.80   $18.70   $17.60

The Macmillan Australian Primary Dictionary is designed as a school student’s first dictionary. It has been specifically 
written for Australian students aged 6 to 10 years, and is the essential companion for them at the start of their 
language education. This second edition has been thoroughly revised and updated, with new words and definitions 
reflecting our changing modern world. Features of the Macmillan Australian Primary Dictionary: more than 4500 words 
and phrases updated with new words and definitions clear definitions example sentences and phrases vocabulary 
extension usage notes spelling tips easy-to-use pronunciation guide valuable appendixes Ages 6+

6.  Macmillan Australian Student Dictionary 2nd Edition  
9781742619958  $24.99   $22.49   $21.24   $19.99

The Macmillan Australian Student Dictionary is a comprehensive reference tool for students aged from 10 to 15 years. 
It has been specifically written for Australian students, and is an essential aid for them as they explore our language 
and develop their own language skills. This second edition has been thoroughly revised and updated, with hundreds 
of new words reflecting technological and cultural developments in our modern world. Features of the Macmillan 
Australian Student Dictionary: more than 20,000 words and phrases updated with new words and definitions clear 
definitions example sentences and phrases usage notes vocabulary extension similar and opposite words spelling 
tips easy-to-use pronunciation guide grammar and punctuation guide.  Age 10+

20%* OFF RRP for 20+ copies
15%* OFF RRP for 10+ copies
10%* OFF RRP for 1-9 copies

For more Atlases, Dictionaries and Thesauruses at extra discount go to the HOT TOPICS section on 
the left hand side of the home page at www.pegiwiliams.com.au and click on the appropriate heading

FREE 
POSTAGE AUSTRALIA 

WIDE
*extra discount only applies to 10+ and 20+ copies of individual titles
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7. Macquarie Children’s Dictionary 9781876429409 $18.95   $17.06   $16.11   $15.16
This picture dictionary is for children who are in their first year of reading. The dictionary: - entertains with attractive 
illustrations - presents each word clearly to assist young readers - conveys the meaning in easy-to-read, helpful 
sentences - encourages children to use a dictionary. Ages 5+

8.  Macquarie Early Primary Dictionary  $29.95   $26.96   $25.46   $23.96 
and Bonus Early Primary Thesaurus 9781742462899

The Macquarie Early Primary Dictionary is based on its forerunner, the My First Macquarie Dictionary. Under its 
new title, it has been fully revised. It is written especially for 6-10 year olds who are beginning an exciting journey 
of discovering the world of words and their meanings. Key features include: Over 4,000 colour headwords with 
definitions in clear, natural language; More than 500 new words including words with an environmental theme such 
as fossil fuel and sustainability. This pack is excellent value as the total RRP for both books individually would be 
$51.90 Ages 6+

9.  Macquarie Primary Dictionary and Bonus Thesaurus  
9781742462905 $29.95   $26.96   $25.46   $23.96

The Macquarie Primary Dictionary is based on its forerunner, the Macquarie Junior Dictionary. As a primary dictionary, 
it is designed specifically to develop and consolidate the language acquisition of upper primary students. Over 12,300 
colour headwords with definitions in clear, natural language and more than 700 new words including words with an 
environmental focus such as carbon capture and ecological footprint. This pack is excellent value as the total RRP 
for both books individually would be $53.90. Ages 8+

10.  Macquarie School Dictionary 3rd Edition 
with Compact Speller 9781742462882 $39.95   $35.96   $33.96   $31.96

Australia’s National Dictionary, the third edition of the best-selling Macquarie School Dictionary provides students 
with a fully updated, authoritative and user-friendly guide to language in both its traditional and contemporary usage. 
Entries have been especially selected from the Macquarie Dictionary database to meet the needs of students in the 
secondary school years. More than 19,000 colour headwords and over 32,000 definitions, Fully integrated thesaurus 
entries for almost 5,000 definitions.  Screened panels with notes on grammar and language conventions.  A simple 
re-spelling pronunciation system.  Appendices on spelling and other useful language references.  Plus a  BONUS 
Macquarie Compact Speller with every Macquarie School Dictionary! Hardback

11. Macquarie Budget Dictionary 9781742619873   $9.99   $8.99   $8.49   $7.99
An up-to-date small dictionary with all the coverage of world English and Australian English that can be distilled into 
its compact, easy-to-carry format. This new edition, like its predecessors, has been compiled with the needs of the 
general reader in mind, and is ideal for home, school or office. Many new words and meanings have been added, 
reflecting the ever-changing nature of our language. A few examples are: catch-up TV, chia, cloud computing, fracking 
and precycle. Some features of this edition: - up-to-date words and definitions - over 37,000 definitions - valuable 
appendixes, including a full listing of the countries of the world, their capital cities, languages and currencies - clear 
pronunciations. Ages 12+

12.  Macquarie Concise Dictionary 7th Edition  
9781876429386  $49.99   $44.99   $42.49   $39.99

The Macquarie Concise Dictionary, like its parent dictionary, continues to adapt to reflect Australian English. It is both 
international and uniquely Australian, making it the standard dictionary for all Australians. The richness of Macquarie 
distilled into a compact format, the Concise meets the needs of the general reader in a book which is accessible, 
portable and easy-to-use. The Seventh Edition features: - hundreds of new words and definitions such as Bechdel 
test, fat-shame, freecycle, lane filtering, robopoll - words relating to technology, the internet and social media, such as 
big data, cyberwarrior, digital tattoo, domotics, dox, listicle, live-tweet, smart buoy - words and phrases from regional 
Australia, such as early minute, four-pointer, mufti day, Stobie pole - illustrative phrases which clearly show how a 
word is used in context - extensive usage notes - etymologies. 1440 pages. DUE APRIL

13. Oxford First Australian Dictionary, The 9780195551891 $24.99   $22.50   $21.24   $19.99
Over 4,500 colour headwords, it covers current words for today’s Australian children. It helps with spelling and 
grammar and includes school topics like the solar system, dinosaurs, and Aboriginal Australia, making words fun to 
help students write and read better. Customised primary school fonts for better word recognition and alphabet tabs 
assist children to easily locate a specific letter. Example phrases show how words are used in context. Ages 6+

14.  Oxford Australian Middle Primary Dictionary  
9780195551877 $29.99   $27.00   $25.50   $23.99

Over 25,000 bold, blue headwords with simple and concise definitions. Example sentences to show words in context. 
Pronunciation guide given for difficult or unusual words. Reflects the school syllabus in each Australian state. Special 
Study Pages in the centre of the dictionary contain fun information about words and grammar, a map of Australia 
showing the Aboriginal languages that have given us some of our words and a table of handy hints for spelling. 
Includes etymology. Ages 8+ 

15.  Oxford Australian Primary Dictionary 4th Edition  
9780195597431 $30.99   $27.90   $26.35   $24.80

The Oxford Australian Primary Dictionary fourth edition has been comprehensively updated to cover all the latest 
words middle and upper primary students need to know. Every headword and derivative is highlighted in blue for 
easy recognition. Feature boxes provide handy hints for spelling, grammar, punctuation and usage. More than 14,000 
headwords. Ages 8+

16. Oxford Australian Student’s Dictionary 9780195573916 $39.95   $35.96   $33.96   $31.96
This dictionary will take most students right through secondary school. More than just a dictionary, it also contains 
considerable cross-curricular subject vocabularies along with encyclopaedic entries. This major new edition includes 
a new 32-page Grammar & Reference Guide which provides authoritative and clear advice on grammar and usage. 
Hardback. Includes etymology. Ages 12+

17.  Oxford Australian Advanced Primary Dictionary  
9780195577242 $34.99   $31.50   $29.75   $27.99

This dictionary is user-friendly, comprehensive and specifically compiled for Upper Primary students. With over 
50,000 headwords it covers contemporary Australian terms and includes new words from the areas of environment, 
technology, popular culture, science, medicine, economics and food. Every headword and derivative is highlighted in 
blue for easy recognition. Includes etymology.  Ages 10+

RRP         1-9         10+          20+  
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18.  My First Australian Dictionary and Thesaurus  
9780195515480 $24.99   $22.50   $21.24   $19.99

This integrated dictionary and thesaurus assists students to fully understand the meanings of words and helps them 
to differentiate shades of meanings of words as well. Key features include over 1,500 bold, colour headwords that 
students in this age range are likely to use in their writing and spacious page layout that will lead students directly to 
the information they seek. Ages 7+

19.  Australian Integrated Primary School Dictionary and Thesaurus  
3rd Edition 9780190302689 $34.99 $31.50 $29.75 $27.99

Aimed at Upper primary students (ages 10 to 12) Completely revised and updated to reflect contemporary word 
creation and usage.  Over 20,000 dictionary headwords and 10,000 thesaurus headwords.  Dictionary entries and 
corresponding thesaurus entries are located on the same page Dictionary and thesaurus headwords are colour-
coded for quick visual reference Mixture of serif and sans serif fonts to distinguish between headwords and definitions 
and to support readability. Ages 10+

20.  Australian Integrated School Dictionary and Thesaurus  
3rd Edition 9780190303488   $37.50   $33.75   $31.88   $30.00

Edited at the Australian National Dictionary Centre in Canberra, this innovative reference book is a dictionary and 
thesaurus in a single, easy-to-use volume. This new edition contains: Hundreds of new and revised entries.  A 
new grammar and reference guide aligned to the Australian Curriculum – English.  A new alpha-find feature to help 
students navigate the text with ease. Ages 11+

21.  Usborne Illustrated Dictionary Of Maths, The  
9781409546962  $19.99   $17.99   $16.99   $15.99

Arranged thematically to cover all aspects of mathematics, from algebra to APRs, volume to vectors and trigonometry 
to transformation. With clear definitions of mathematical terms and concepts, alongside colourful illustrations and 
diagrams to help clarify and explain each subject.

THESAURUSES
RRP         1-9         10+          20+  

22. Collins English Thesaurus 7th Edition 9780008102890  $19.99   $17.99   $16.99   $15.99
This reissue of the Collins English Thesaurus is the perfect reference for everyday use. With practical usage notes, 
and a fantastic supplement, this is the ideal thesaurus to take your language use and knowledge further. Specially 
tailored to meet the needs of the user at home, school, or in the office, the Collins English Thesaurus has all the 
words and alternatives the user might need, as well as a huge choice of opposites. This thesaurus is based on the 
Collins Corpus, a 4.5-billion-word database of today’s English. The clear, accessible layout makes the thesaurus easy 
to use and ensures users can find the language they need when they need it. This edition also includes a 16-page 
crosswords supplement. Ages 12+

23. Collins Primary Thesaurus 9780007578764  $22.99   $20.69   $19.55   $18.40
This fantastic thesaurus is especially designed for children aged 8 and above. Clear and accessible, it is an 
indispensable tool for young writers. Contains full definitions for every entry and sample sentences for each synonym 
to help improve your child’s vocabulary. It includes words to use in all types of writing, from fiction to non-fiction, plus 
advice on particular writing styles, with word list boxes for in-depth examination of special language features.

24.  Macquarie Early Primary Dictionary  
And Bonus Early Primary Thesaurus 9781742462899 $29.95   $26.96   $25.46   $23.99

The Macquarie Early Primary Dictionary is based on its forerunner, the My First Macquarie Dictionary. Under its 
new title, it has been fully revised. It is written especially for 6-10 year olds who are beginning an exciting journey 
of discovering the world of words and their meanings. Key features include: Over 4,000 colour headwords with 
definitions in clear, natural language; More than 500 new words including words with an environmental theme such 
as fossil fuel and sustainability. This pack is excellent value as the total RRP for both books individually would be 
$51.90 Ages 6+

25. Macquarie Budget Thesaurus 9781742619880  $9.99   $8.99   $8.49   $7.99
The Macquarie Budget Thesaurus is in the form of an A - Z dictionary of synonyms, which makes finding just the right 
word a very simple matter. It has been produced directly from the respected Macquarie Thesaurus, and features: - 
over 85,000 synonyms - easy-reference style - a wide range of contemporary words - Australian English, including 
Aboriginal English - many phrases and informal expressions. Ages 12+

26.  Oxford Australian Middle Primary Thesaurus  
9780195551884 $29.99   $27.00   $25.50   $23.99

This comprehensive thesaurus contains over 50,000 bold, red headwords. Example sentences show words used in 
context. Cross-references to related words are included. Special panels provide a range of related words to widen 
vocabulary and extend topic work. There’s a running alphabet strip on every page to assist students to locate a 
specific letter easily. Ages 8 +

27. Oxford Australian Primary Thesaurus 9780195510560 $29.99   $27.00   $25.50   $23.99
An excellent thesaurus for students in the upper primary years.  It contains, an A to Z format.  Over 50,000 similar and 
related words.  Example phrases and sentences show how a word is used in its correct context . Opposites given for 
many entries.  Usage labels provided when care needs to be taken using a particular word.  An alphabet strip on the 
edge of right hand page is tinted at the relevant letter, so it can be used as a thumb index. Ages 10+

28. Oxford Australian School Thesaurus 9780195550245 $21.95   $19.76   $18.66   $17.56
A comprehensive thesaurus to take students from primary school, through to the secondary years. Features include 
an A-Z format with over 150,000 alternative and opposite words. Clear cross references to words with opposite and 
related meanings. Example phrases and sentences show how a word is used in its correct context. Language labels 
(eg: formal, informal) to encourage accurate use of language. Ages 10 +

RRP         1-9         10+          20+  
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SCHOOL:  ___________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________

______________________________________  P/CODE: _____________

ATTENTION: __________________________________________________ 

ORDER No: __________________________________________________

Why not place your order online? 
go to: www.pegiwilliams.com.au

Please fill in quantity required and return to:
30 Smith Street, Walkerville SA 5081

PO Box 1 Collinswood SA 5081

Within Australia: 
P 08 8344 6457  

F 08 8344 6460
International: 

P +61 8 8344 6457 
F +61 8 8344 6460

E sales@pegiwilliams.com.au 
W www.pegiwilliams.com.au

ABN 76 048 485 891

An invoice will be issued with your consignment, payment required in Australian Dollars by 
cheque or Electronic Payment (Bank details upon request) and all prices include 10% GST

Would you like to receive our catalogues electronically, as well as by mail?
Would you like to receive notification of new titles and specials electronically?

■ Yes, my email address is: 
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POSTAGE
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 ATLASES
RRP         1-9         10+          20+  

29. Kingfisher First Picture Atlas, The 9780753413005  $12.99   $11.70   $11.05   $10.40
Featuring more than 19 maps and packed with fun and fascinating information to feed children’s interest in the world 
around them, The Kingfisher First Picture Atlas is perfect for all children aged 5 and over. Age 5+

30. Student World Atlas 8th Edition 9780241199145  $29.99   $26.99   $25.49   $23.99
Fully revised and updated for an 8th edition, the Student World Atlas brings the Earth’s geography to life with state-
of-the-art mapping from up-to-date satellite and cartographic sources.  Detailed maps reveal the Earth’s physical 
structure, oceans, climate, population and economy. Borders and boundaries of the world’s countries have been fully 
updated and are clearly explained, while a world fact-file and gazetteer highlight key statistical data for each country, 
allowing direct comparisons between nations. A section devoted to learning map skills develops your understanding 
and practical use of maps.  Ages 14+ DUE APRIL

31.  Jacaranda Primary Atlas Australian Curriculum Edition  
9781118615232 $39.95   $35.96   $33.96   $31.96

The Jacaranda Primary Atlas 4e has taken up the exciting opportunity to revise its contents to meet the requirements 
of the Australian Curriculum: Geography. Retaining its mapping excellence and graded skill development, the atlas 
presents a wealth of gazetteer and thematic maps, new case studies and fully updated statistics that address the 
curriculum content descriptions for Years 3-6. Ages 8+

32.  Jacaranda Atlas for the Australian Curriculum 8th Edition  
9781118568736  $64.95   $58.45   $55.20   $51.96

Jacaranda maintains its position as the leading publisher of school Atlases, with the Jacaranda Atlas 8th Edition 
having been completely updated and revised to address the requirements of the Australian Curriculum: Geography 
and the learning needs of years 7-10 Geography students. With the inclusion of Jacaranda’s award winning digital 
atlas, myWorld Atlas, this total Atlas package combines print and digital, to provide users with the best of both worlds. 
Ages 12+

33. Oxford Atlas Project 3 9780195564518  $49.50   $44.55   $42.08   $39.60
Both a stunning book of maps and a comprehensive reference tool, Oxford Atlas Project 3 redefines the role of 
the education atlas in the classroom. Includes: Geospatial skills section: reference material focused on essential 
geographical skills and concepts, Geothemes section: combines thematic maps from Australia and the world with an 
illustrated dictionary of geographical concepts, Australia: maps, satellite images and case studies cross-referenced 
to pertinent Geothemes, World: maps, case studies and environments cross-referenced to pertinent Geothemes, 
Mapping style: unique land cover base and relief shading to aid student comprehension, Map navigation: peerless 
typographical clarity; consistent placement of keys, scales and north points, Accompanying CD-ROM with a powerful 
search function. Ages 11+

34-36.  Oxford Australian Curriculum Atlases  Please note: No 20+ copy price on these 3 titles  
due to low discount from the publisher

The Oxford Australian Curriculum Atlases provide engaging coverage of all of the geography, history and science 
Australian Curriculum content.  Starting with basic mapping skills using picture symbology, and moving up to wider 
ranges of maps and more advanced map-reading skills. These Year level specific atlases include case studies from 
around the world that link to the Australian curriculum.
34. Oxford Curriculum Atlas F-2  9780195519877 $28.99   $26.10   $24.65 
35. Oxford Curriculum Atlas 3-4  9780195519884 $30.99   $27.89   $26.35  
36. Oxford Curriculum Atlas 5-6  9780195519891 $32.99   $29.70   $28.05 


